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ASSISTANT PROFESSOR

PREMISE
• Replace large, high-pressure testing environments with smaller more regular exams
• Large exams = big stress
• Small exams = less material, more manageable, less stress
• Added bonus = more quizzes, shorter quizzes, less google/chegg/cheat –able
• A strict 1-2 minutes per question mimics professional exams

CHALLENGES AS INSTRUCTOR
• More frequent grading and quiz preparation
• Mixture of writing and multiple choice
• Large bank of questions requires time commitment

WHAT DO STUDENTS THINK?
Spring 2020
Fall 2020
Spring 2021

Total: 87
Total: 50
Total: 51
sum: 188

Total respondents: 49
When compared to big exams,
88% of survey respondents
preferred small exams

73% of students did not have small
assessments in their other
classes ( compared to status quo
pre-pandemic testing style)

Orange = 4-5 big exams
Green = No opinion

Blue = did have small
assessments, Green = NA

GENERAL FEEDBACK
“…build knowledge that I learned and have less pressure.”
“…Immediately be able to put it to use.”
“…able to catch what they weren’t learning early on… motivated to do well on…the others”
“its already challenging to stay focused while being at home”
“don’t feel as pressured and nervous”
“knew exactly what to study for”
“helps us understand the chapters better”

POSITIVES
• LESS STRESS // MORE RELAXED

• IMMENSE DECREASE IN STRESS AND
ANXIETY

• MORE CONFIDENCE
• NOT OVERWHELMED
• “LESS GRADE-RISKY” // IN CONTROL
• FOCUS ON SPECIFIC CONCEPTS
• HARDER TO PROCRASTINATE
• BETTER UNDERSTANDING

NEGATIVES

• TOO TIME CONSUMING
• OVERLOAD
• DIDN’T HAVE AS MUCH TIME FOR OTHER
CLASSES

• EVERY OTHER WEEK
• LONG-TERM RETENTION
• CONNECTIONS BETWEEN CHAPTERS
• REQUIRED DEDICATED STUDYING
• SWITCHING BETWEEN LOTS OF SMALL
ASSESSMENTS TO TRADITIONAL
METHODS

FINAL(S) THOUGHTS
• When given the choice between dropping the lowest score (blue)
or retaking the quiz of their choice (20%, orange)

• A model commonly used in professional schools
• 80% of students preferred to drop the lowest score

• Return to “in-person” ranking a cumulitive final compared to above
students overwhelmingly preferred dropping the lowest score

• 40 total, 3 had cumulative final ranked over retaking quiz
• 4 students preferred redoing a quiz of their choice (orange)
• 2 student preferred cumulative final (Green)

Drop the lowest score: 40/46 (86%)

FINAL THOUGHTS
• “FEELS” AS AN INSTRUCTOR

• Requires students to stay on top of material
• Able to more rigorously test minutiae

• “FEELS” AS A STUDENT

• Can recover from a bad week
• More work? = more regulated, regular-interval vs
cramming

• Switching between this and other assessment
methods tricky

“I just feel like complex classes, especially
chemistry, should be a place where
students should feel comfortable messing
up if they don't get things in the first try. I
honestly think having smaller assessments
provided me with those opportunities.”
“Maintaining on top of the material and
making sure you are not procrastinating.”
“I’d rather have [small assessments]
instead of the big assessments because it’s
already challenging to stay focused while
being at home so small assessments
would make studying a lot easier.”

